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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a risk assessment methodology focused on privacy, security, safety, resilience and reliability to IoT systems. The methodology is composed of ten phases that comprehends the risks elements to calculate the probability of a threat agent to explore one or more vulnerabilities in an IoT asset that turns a threat into an incident that causes impacts on different actors: manufacturers, developers, customers, integrators, service providers and users.
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INTRODUCTION

IoT systems require different security levels depending on their specific use case. Attacks in any of their assets may cause global impacts. The proposed risk assessment methodology takes the use case point of view for the IoT system to provide an integrated security view that directs the actions to be taken by the different actors. For instance, sensors or actuators manufacturers and IoT platform or applications developers can implement the necessary security controls highlighted by that specific use case. Integrators and service providers can build an IoT system using only the assets that comply with the necessary security levels. In addition, users can choose the best IoT system based on the provided security requirements. IoT systems have key objectives regarding trustworthiness [1]: privacy, security, safety, reliability and resilience. The proposed methodology focuses on these objectives to calculate an IoT system risks. It is desirable that this methodology is applied to a smart childhood obesity caring solution being developed in project OCARIoT.

RISK ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

Proper risk assessment considers the probability of a threat agent exploring a vulnerability in an asset, turning a threat into an incident that represents an impact. The starting point of the methodology is to consider that it is not possible to protect against unknown or mistakenly assessed risks. As a part of risk management processes (ISO 31000:2018 [2]), risk assessment provides guidance to define and implement security controls that are both efficient and effective. The limited available resources are used to treat the most important risks in an organized and formal way, without politics, personal preferences or interferences.

Risk assessment can be performed in different contexts, according to the desired risk view and the involved actors. In IoT, there are views for sensors and actuators manufacturers, for platform, application and developers, for customers (home, health, city, industry), or for integrators, service providers and for users. The proposed methodology [3] has 10 phases (Figure 1) and defines the use case as the context for the risk assessment for all the actors. The main reason is the multiplied cyber-physical attack points resulting from integration between sensors, actuators, platforms, applications and users where an attack in one point affects the whole system. The other reason is that a same asset can be used in different IoT contexts that require different security levels based on the specific risks involved.

![Figure 1: 10-phase methodology.](image)

PROJECT OCARIoT

The main objective of OCARIoT is to provide an IoT-based personalised coaching solution guiding children to adopt healthy eating and physical activity behaviour. The IoT network will allow us to observe child activity patterns of daily living, health evolution, physiological & behavioural parameters and environmental data. All this information combined with medical patterns will allows us to provide a customised obesity coaching plan while enabling children to remain active and engaged in their well-being and healthy habits management. OCARIoT will demonstrate and validate its results on three specific pilot sites in Spain, Greece and Brazil.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The project is still in its early stages. Since OCARIoT can generate, manipulate and store personal information, it is desirable, under the project's activities, to carry out a risk assessment throughout the Pilot's environment, in order to determine whether the proposed controls and best practices have been followed. Each of the abovementioned phases will by undertaken, considering the involved actors (children, educators and families) and scenarios (@school, @home and @city).
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